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ABSTRACT:
The enzyme L-asparaginase has been a clinically acceptable anti tumor agent for the effective
treatment of acute lymphoblastic leukemia and lymphosarcoma. L-asparaginase (L-asparagine amino
hydrolase, E.C.3.5.1.1) catalyzes the hydrolysis of L-asparagine into L-aspartic acid and ammonia..
The two largest and best-characterized families include bacterial and plant-type asparaginases. In our
pervious study, purified l-asparaginase from W. somnifera an Indian medicinal plant was shown to
have anticancerous property against acute lymphoblastic leukemia. In the present study homology
model of L-asparaginase from W. somnifera was evaluated and compared it with other reported
sources of the enzyme. Ligand binding studies with both l-asparagine and l-glutamine using the lasparaginase structure showed interesting results when compared with E.coli L-asparaginase. The
result indicates the possibility of W.somnifera protein being a potential alternative to E.coli enzyme.
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INTRODUCTION:
L-asparaginases (E.C. 3.5.1.1) are enzymes that
catalyze the hydrolysis of L-asparagine to Laspartate and ammonia. Using amino acid
sequences and biochemical properties as criteria,
enzymes with asparaginase activity can be
divided into several families (1). The two largest
and best-characterized families include bacterial
and plant-type asparaginases. The bacterial-type
enzymes have been studied for over 40 years (2),
mostly because they are important agents in the
therapy of certain types of lymphoblastic
leukemias (3). The enzyme has been isolated
from a variety of sources: animals and plant
cells, yeast, fungi, and bacteria. The principal
sources of asparaginase are the bacteria
Escherichia coli and Erwinia carotovora (4). It
has been shown on the basis of kinetic and
structural studies that two conserved amino acid
motifs are responsible for the activity of the
above mentioned proteins (5).
Though L-asparaginase has been reported in
many plant species, little work has been carried
out on the characterization of L-asparaginase
from higher plants. In plants, L-asparagine is the

major nitrogen storage and transport compound,
and it may also accumulate under stress
conditions (6). There are two groups of such
proteins; potassium-dependent and potassiumindependent asparaginases (7, 8). Both enzymes
have significant levels of sequence similarity.
The plant asparaginase amino acid sequences do
not have any significant homology with
microbial asparaginase but were 23% identical
and
66%
similar
to
a
human
glycosylasparaginase (9).
Withania somnifera (L.) Dunal, an Indian
medicinal plant has been used traditionally to
increase health and longevity. Withania
somnifera L. is reported to have anticarcinogenic effects in animal and cell cultures
by decreasing the expression of nuclear factorkappaB, suppressing intercellular tumor necrosis
factor, and potentiating apoptotic signaling in
cancerous cell lines (10). In an earlier study we
have described the anticancerous effects of Lasparaginase from this plant species (11). The
present investigation attempts to study the
molecular and structural properties of Lasparaginase enzyme using molecular and
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bioinformatics tools, from an entirely new
source Withania somnifera for L-asparaginase.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
Characterization of Protein Sequenced:
L-asparaginase gene from W. somnifera (gene
bank FJ645259) was used as a source sequence.
The sequence was aligned with all reported
sources of L-asparaginase such as Arabdopsis
thaliana (PDB ID: 1t3m), Lupinus albus (PDB
ID: 2gez) and Glycine max (Gene bank:
AB089506) in plants, E coli (PDB ID: 1k2x)
and Human Taspase 1 (PDB ID: 2a8j) using
“ClustalW” for determination of homology or
similarity
(http://www
.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/clustalw). Domain region was
one of the most important data in protein
sequence for identification of domain region
from the sequence
“BLOCK” (http://blo
cks.fhcrc.org) server and “SMART” (12) tools
were used. Other tool like “PRED TMBB” tool
was used to analyze the amino acid positions
where there is in or out position
(http://bioinformatics.biol.uoa.gr/PRED-TMBB)
(13).
Prediction of Protein Structure:
In first step, secondary structure of the protein
was predicted through “SOPMA” program (SelfOptimized Prediction Method), the program
determined the role of individual amino acid for
building the secondary structure with their
positions
(http://npsapbil.ibcp.fr/cgibin/npsaautomat.pl?pa
ge=/NPSA/npsa_sopma.html) and “TMpred”
were used to predict membrane-spanning
regions of the protein and their orientation.
(http://www.ch.embnet.org/software/TMPRED form.html). In second step, The protein structure
was predicted by homology modeling with three
different software and server
“spdbv” (14),
“Swiss model” (15) and “CPH model” (16)
(http://www.expasy.ch/spdbv /mainpage.html;
http://swissmodel.expasy.org/repository/;
http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services /CPHmodels).
The structure which was obtained from
homology modelling was validated by various
tools like “ProSA”
(https://prosa.services.came.sbg.ac.at/prosa.php)
, “spdbv” (http://www.

expasy.ch/spdbv/mainpage.html) and
“WHATIF” (http://swift.cmbi.ru.nl/servers
/html/index .html). While. ProSA is a tool
widely used to check 3D models of protein
structures for potential errors (17). Ramchandran
plot for the structure was obtained through
“spdbv” tool (14) and the WHATIF server
validated structure scale and symmetry, atom
coordination, nomenclature, geometric,
accessibility, bumping, 3-D database, B-factor
and hydrogen bond (18).
Comparison of protein models:
“Topmatch” tool was used for determination of
the superposition and structure alignment (19).
Given a pair of protein structures, “TopMatch”
calculates a list of alignments ordered by
structural
similarity.
The
corresponding
superposition can be explored in a 3D molecule
viewer.
(http://topmatch.services.came.sbg.ac.at/topmatc
h. html).
Characterization of Structure:
“Compute pI/Mw” tool from ExPASy server
was used for analyzing the pI value and Mw of
the
sequence
(http://www.expasy.ch/tools/pi_tool.html).
“ProtScale” was used to calculate the
hydrophobicity
of
amino
acid
(http://www.expasy.ch/tools/protscale.html).
The active sites of the protein and its residual
identification were one of the keenest areas in
the bioinformatics. The structure was used to
find out the ligand binding efficiency with the
predicted model and to detect whether the
protein was better or weak with other reported
sources. “spdbv” was used for identified active
sites form the protein structure.
Comparison of ligand efficiency:
Main side effects during treatment was mainly
due to L-glutaminase activity. The W.somnifera
and E.coil structures of L-asparaginase were
used for comparison of ligand binding efficiency
against l-asparagine and l-glutamine. The active
sites of both structure were used for docking and
finding estimated free binding energy against lasparagine and l-glutamine through “Argus Lab”
(http://www.arguslab.com).
Visualization:
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The results of the computational structure of
Withania somniferea L. and its characterization
and validation by the various softwares and
servers were visualized by using softwares like
“Rasmol”
(http://www.umass.edu/microbio/rasmol/),
“PyMOL” (http://pymol. sourceforge.net/) and
“Chimera” (http://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chim era/).
RESULT:
Characterization of Protein Sequence:
The multiple alignment result showed significant
homology was found with A.thaliana and
Taspase1 and some negligible similarity and
homology with E coli (Figure 1). Block analysis
indicated that there were four blocks found
which was of asparaginase 2 family
(IPB000246) at positions like 42-67, 81-123,
203-236 and 239-251 its block sequence were
LKAQKPPLDVVELVVRELENIEHFNA,
MEASIMDNTMKCGAVSG
LSTVLNPISLARLVMDKTPHIYLAF,
GNLASATSTGGLVNKMVGRIGDTPLIGAG
T YANE and AVSATGKGEEIIR respectively.
Further analysis with “SMART” tool indicated
that there was one domain present in the
sequence between 2 and 281 with an E-value
6.20e-144. The identification of conserved
domains from the sequence was done through
“Motif Scan”. The results indicate that amino
acids from 3-281 were highly conserved for Lasparaginase family. “PRED TMBB” tool was
used to analyze the amino acid positions showed
that 4-12 and 31-41 amino acids were in Trans
membrane, where 1-3 and 42-280 amino acid
were in inner membrane and 13-30 amino acid
were present in outer membrane (Figure 2).
Prediction of Protein Structure:
The result obtained from “SOPMA” is presented
in the form of graphics (Figure 3). The tool
described that about 40% of amino acids
presented in helix, 36% of amino acids in
random coil, 13% of amino acids in extended
strand and rest of all amino acids in bridge and
turn. “TMpred” characterized secondary
structure orientation of the helices was inside to
outside. There were two helices formed by the
amino acids from 44-62 and 247-269. (++)
symbol indicates a strong preference of this

orientation.
The homology model was builted from sequence
of L-asparaginase from W. somnifera and as per
multiple alignment result plant l-asparaginase
(PDB ID: 1t3m) used as a template structure.
The homology modelling was done through the
“spdbv” software, which was founded as the
best software among of all others software or
server. The predicted structure quality was good
through different software as compared with
others. Figure 4A showed the structure obtained
through “spdbv”. The computed structure of the
W. somnifera was builted by two homologous
subunits α and β, where the homodimer formed
by subunits α (residues 1-324) and β (residues
325-648) created upon auto proteolysis of the
precursor protein. The symmetric unit contains
four polypeptide chains, the chains A and C
correspond to subunit α while chains B and D
correspond to subunit β with the value for the
energy minimization -27455.36 KJ/mol. ΔG˚
showed a negative value which indicates that
structure symmetry was spontaneous and highly
stable in nature. An electrostatic model of the
protein was builted by “PyMOL” viewer and a
position of active site was identified on the basis
of positive charge. (Figure 4B).
Ramchandran plot of the structure showed that
almost 85-90% of the total amino acids were
presented in most favored regions and the other
10-15% of amino acids were presented in
allowed regions (Figure 4C). “ProSA” tool
graph showed all over model quality of the
structure and the location of the z-score for the
structure. The value, -5.52, was in the range of
native conformation. It also represents the point
of the structure which was within a range which
was determined by X-ray and NMR studies
(Figure 5). Validation report of WHATIF server
described that all over the structure was alright
with negligible error. The tool validated
structure
scale
and
symmetry,
atom
coordination,
nomenclature,
geometry,
accessibility, bumping, 3-D database, B-factor
and hydrogen bond. Mostly in all parameters
reports were alright and Z score was obtained
within range.
Comparison of the structure of L-asparaginase:
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Since the alignment results of W somnifera Lasparaginase showed homology to human
Taspase 1, an endopeptidase with an
asparaginase 2 homology domain, the structure
of L-asparaginase was superposed with the
Human Taspase 1, which showed that in five
residues pairs that were structurally equivalent
the identities of the overall structure were
around 55%. (Figure 6).
Characterization of Structure:
The theoretical pI value obtained through
“Compute pI/Mw” was 5.06 and Mw was 71.72
kDa which were very closed to the values
obtained in an earlier wet lab study. “ProtScale”
tool result showed that the minimum value for
the hydrophobicity was -3.456 and the
maximum was 2.211. A total of 8 active sites
were evaluated in the structure through “spdbv”
software with ideal parameters. All 8 cavities
were characterized to find out its residues
around an area of 6Ǻ (Table 1).
Comparison of ligand efficiency:
Docking of the ligand with its active site which
was obtained from the structure of Withania
somnifera. The ligand was perfectly bound with
cavity no 1 and 3 with energy value (-) 4.35269
kcal/mol, (-) 4.51745 kcal/mol. Among all these
cavities number 1 and 3 gave the lowest energy
value. Therefore cavity numbers 1 and 3 were
considered as active sites A and B respectively
(Figure 7). Both active sites showed a minimum
energy value with L-asparagine as a ligand with
the structure. Among the two, active site A
showed the highest similarity with active site
residues of reported sources. The active site of
L-asparaginase structure obtained from W.
somnifera as well as E. coli (PDB ID: 1IHD)
were used for docking against l-asparagine and
l-glutamine. The W. somnifera structure showed
highest free binding energy against l-asparagine
and slightly lower energy against l-glutamine
compared to the l-asparaginase structure from E.
coli (Table 2).
DISCUSSION:
In the present study, the L-asparaginase protein
was evaluated from gene to protein. The
homology modelling was done through the
“spdbv” software, which was found as the best

software among of all other software or server.
The structure obtained through computation was
validated through WHATIF, ProSA and spdbv.
The structure was naturally stable with low
energy value. In WHATIF report, validation of
the structure of L-asparaginase was OK. In
structure
scale
and
symmetry,
atom
coordination,
nomenclature,
geometric,
accessibility, bumping, 3-D database, B-factor
and hydrogen bond, mostly in all parameters
reports were ok with getting the Z score within
the range. The predicted structure was superpose
with reported sources and up to 55% homology
was found with human Taspase 1. The result
showed that the predicated structure might be a
favorable protein for human for the treatment of
ALL.
The ligand efficiency was one of the major
points in structure characterization. The model
which was obtained from computational method
also gives a favorable binding efficiency with
the L-asparagine. The active site was found
different eight places on the model, among
these; one was ideally efficient against the
substrate with gives lowest energy value for
docking. The residual of the active site where
most of similar with Lupinus A. and Human
Taspase1 active site residual which was obtained
from crystallography methods (20). The
structure showed high efficiency towards the lasparagine as well as low efficiency against lglutamine, so may be L-asparaginase from W.
somnifera will be a novel source for treatment
for ALL as its have low L-glutaminase activity.
The wet lab data on the enzyme- substrate
kinetics were supported to docking data against
l-asparagine and l-glutamine (11).
In the present study, a homology model of plant
L-asparaginase from W. somnifera was obtained
in order to provide a reliable model with which
to design new inhibitors and to investigate the
treatment of ALL using novel protein sources. In
the absence of the experimental structure of Lasparaginase, it is believed that the model
presented through this work will be useful for
further studies on novel sources of Lasparaginase for treatments of ALL.
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Captions:

Figure 1: Sequence alignment between W.somnifera; Lupinus; Glycine; Arabdopsis; E.coil and
human TasPase 1 l-asparaginase from the multiple sequence alignment using “ClustalW”

Figure 2: The graphical view of the amino acids position.

Figure 3: Secondary structure of the l-asparaginase sequence through “SOPMA”.
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Figure 4: Figure 4A: Hoomolgy model obtained from SPDBV; A ribbon representation of the Lasparaginase (αβ) dimer. Subunit α corresponding to chains A and C are shown in yellow and green
respectively. Subunit β corresponding to chains B and D are shown in olive blue and dark blue
respectively .The axis of the (αβ) dimer is vertical in the plane of diagram. Figure 4B: Electrostatic
model was built using PyMOL viewer. Figure 4C: Ramchandran plot by spdbv.

Figure 5: Validation of homology model through ProSA
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Figure 6: 3D visualization of the superposition of plant L-asparaginase (Blue) with Tas 1(Green). The pairs of
structurally equivalent residues were colored red (plant L-asparaginase) or orange (Taspase1)

Figure 7: Active sites obtained through Argus Lab.
Table 1: Cavities were presented or evaluated in the structure through “spdbv”
Cavity no

Amino acid and their positions

1

THR229;GLY230;THR231;PHE235;GLY272;SER273;GLY274;GLY275; ASN290;THR291

2

ASN66;ALA67;ASP82;THR178;VAL179;THR194;SER195;THR196 GLY197;GLY198;SER210

3

ALA13;ILE14;SER15;ARG16;ALA17;LEU25;ARG26;TYR27;ILE28 GLU29

4

MET199;ARG206;GLY208;ASP209;SER210;PRO211;LEU212;ALA215 GLY216;CYS228

5

SER146;LEU147;ARG148;TYR149;GLU150;GLN151;LEU152;LEU153;ALA154;ALA155

6

GLY68;ILE69;GLY70;ALA71;HIS79;PRO140;GLU141;ILE142;PHE143;SER144

7

LEU81;VAL99;SER100;HIS101;LEU102;ARG103;ASN104;PRO105;VAL138;PHE143

8

LEU81;ASP82;ALA83;CYS84;VAL96;ALA97;PRO105;THR194;SER195;THR196;SER210;PRO211

Table 2: Substrate specificity through docking.
Sr No

Protein Source

Ligand

Estimated Free energy of Binding

1

Withania

L-asparagine

-4.07 kcal/mol

Somnifera

L-glutamine

-3.80 kcal/mol

Ecoli

L-asparagine

-3.93 kcal/mol

L-glutamine

-3.77 kcal/mol

2
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